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Let Ax = B be a system of m x n linear equations with integer coefficients. Assume the rows 
of A are linearly independent and denote by X (respectively Y) the maximum of the absolute 
values of the m x m minors of the matrix A (the augmented matrix (A, B)). If the system has a 
solution in nonnegative integers, it is proved that the system has a solution X = (xi) in 
nonnegative integers with xi <~ X for n - m variables and xi ~< (n - m + 1)Y for m variables. 
This improves previous results of the authors and others. 
1. Introduction 
Given a system of linear equations with integral coefficients which is assumed 
to have a non-trivial integral solution, can one guarantee the existence of a 
"small" solution? Answers to this question have had many applications in various 
branches of mathematics and theoretical computer science. 
In the case of a homogeneous system Siegel's Lemma [5] uses the pigeonhole 
principle to give such a bound in terms of the coefficients. This bound has been 
used repeatedly in work in Diophantine approximation and transcendence theory 
such as the proof of Roth's theorem [5] and Baker's estimates for linear forms of 
logarithms [1]. 
In [11] the problem of guaranteeing nontrivial, small non-negative integral 
solutions to a system of linear Diophantine quations arose in connection with a 
topological question. In [3] a bound depending on the minors of highest order 
was obtained. This bound was improved in [4] to nY, where n is the number of 
variables and Y is the maximum minor of order equal to the rank. In [7] the 
authors considered the more general problem of integer solutions to a system of 
linear equations and inequalities. They obtained a representation f all rational 
solutions and derived from that a bound similar to the one obtained in [4]. 
The bounds in [3], [4], as well as rougher estimates established by Cook in an 
unpublished manuscript, were used [6] to prove that the problem of obtaining 
nonnegative solutions to a system of linear Diophantine equations is NP. 
Recently, several related problems were found to be solvable in polynomial time. 
In each of these problems the analysis of the running time of the algorithm 
depends on bounds on the solution of a linear Diophantine equation. As an 
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example, Kachian [9] (see [8] also) showed that the linear programming problem 
can be solved in polynomial  time. Lenstra [10] then showed that the integer linear 
programming problem with a bounded number of variables is polynomial. 
In this paper, we continue the study of the size of small solutions to a system of 
l inear Diophant ine quations. The new results are given in Theorems 1 and 2. We 
precede the statements of these results with the establishment of some notation 
and a discussion of their usefulness in obtaining small solutions. 
2. Notation and results 
We let Ax = B be a matrix equation of the form 
[all "'" alnl[ i l lm [al'n+ll 
"a 
Laml n n I.-am, n+l-I 
where each a~j is an integer. Given distinct integers 1 ~<Ja, • • •, Jm ~ n + 1, ,let 
~alj 1 " • • aljml, 
dj, ..... j ,=det /  i " . " 
La,,,j, - - .  a! j  m 
X=sup{14  . . . . .  





Given distinct integers 1 ~<Jl <""  <J,,, <~ n + 1 let dr/1 ..... j.,) = [dj., ..... j,.I. Since [2] 
shows the theorems of this paper hold if B = 0, we assume B ~: 0. 
In [2] it was conjectured that if the rows of A are linearly independent,  hen if 
there is a positive integral solution x = (x~) to Ax = B, there is such a solution x 
where sup x~ ~< Y. Thus, if the bound Y holds, then one way to find such a 
solution x = (x~) is to find an m x m non zero minor of A, d = djl ..... j.,, and then 
find x by guessing values for xi, i ~ { j~, . . . ,  j,,}, and solving for the xi, i • 
{ J l , . . . ,  Ira}" However, this same technique would work, and involve the same 
amount of computation, if all we knew was that d ~: 0, and the xs, i ~ {./'1, • • •, Jm } 
could be chosen small (~<Y) but we did not know the size of the xi, i •  
{ J r . . - , J , , ,} .  It is in this direction we have worked in finding the following 
Theorems 1 and 2. Indeed, Theorem 1 shows that for some d = djl ..... j,. :~ 0 the x;, 
i ~ 0"1, • • •, Jr,,}, can be chosen ~<X and the remaining xi <~ (n - m)X  + Y. 
Theorem 2 refines the results of Theorem 1 in the case that all the m x m minors 
of A are nonzero. 
Theorem 1. I f  the rows of  A are linearly independent and x = (xi) is a nonzero 
nonnegative integral solution to (1), then there exists a nonzero integral solution 
Y = (Yi) to (1) and integers 1 <<-Jl <~"" <~Js <~ n such that djl ..... j,. ~ O, 0 <~yp <~Xfor 
P ~ (!"1, . . . ,  Im} and 0 <~ yp <~ (n - m)X  + Y otherwise. 
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Theorem 2. I f  all the m x m minors  o f  A are nonzero  and there exists a 
nonnegat ive  integral solut ion x = (xi) to (1) such that x~ > Y fo r  some i, then there 
exist distinct integers Jl, • • •, Jm+l such that 
(a) fo r  each k, (--1)kdh ..... jk-l.i,+l ..... Jm*~ has the same sign as ( -1)mdh ..... ir~' and 
(b) there exists a nontr iv ia l  nonnegat ive  integral solut ion y = (Yi) to (1) such that 
( i)  Yi <~ (n -- m)g  + Y fo r  all i, and 
(ii) y, < [di, ..... jm] fo r  i ¢ { J l , . . . ,  Jm+l}, and 
Yio < Idj ,  ..... J,0-,,J,0+, ..... j~. , [  fo r  some io•  {JD . . . , Jm+l}. 
Proofs of theorems Since the rows of A are linearly independent, then m ~< n. If 
m-  n, then d = d 1 ..... m :# 0 and both results follow from Cramer's  Rule, the 
second theorem vacuously. Thus, assume m < n. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given integers 1 <<-Jl, • , Jm ~ n, equation (1) implies 
dj, ..... jmXj, = -- ~ di,j: ..... jmXi + d,,+l,j2 ..... ~m, 
' (5) 
dj,...~,j xjm = - ~'~ dj, ..... jm_l,iXi +d/ ,  ..... jm-,,n+" 
i 
where i ranges over { 1 , . . . ,  n }-  01, • • -, J,,,} in each summand. 
Let x = (x~) be a nontrivial nonnegative integral solution to (1) with a minimal 
number of coordinates larger than X, say w. Reorder  the variables if necessary to 
obtain xi > X if 1 ~ i ~ w. If w = 0 the theorem holds, so suppose w >t 1. 
Lemma 1. Let  1 ~ h <~ w be a pos i t ive integer such that dj, ..... j,~ = 0 fo r  any choice 
of  1 ~ j l  <"  " " < jh  ~ W <jh+l  <"  "" < jm ~ n. Then,  dj, ..... Jm = 0 fo r  any choice o f  
l ~ j l  <" " "<Jh_l<~-W<jh <" ' '< jm <-n. 
ProoL Suppose that d = dj, ..... jm :/: 0 for some choice of 1 ~<Jl <"  " " "(~Jh-1 ~ W< 
Jh <" " "< Jm <~ n. We may assume without loss of generality that d > 0. For any 
jm+le {1 , . . . ,  w}-{ J l , . . . ,  ]h- l}  the hypothesis implies that if k~h,  the 
coefficient of x/m., in row k of (5) is zero. Therefore,  for any integer q, y = (Yi) 
defined by 
yj,, = xj~ + qdj~ ..... j~_,,j..,.j~÷, ..... j=, for 1 ~<p ~< h - 1, 
yj=., = xjm÷, - qd, (6) 
yi = xi, otherwise, 
is an integral solution to (1). Since xi > X for all i = Jl, • • •, Jh-1, there is a positive 
integer q for which y is nonnegative and at most w-  1 coordinates are greater 
than X. This contradicts the minimality of w and completes the proof of Lemma 
1. [] 
Remark. The independence of the rows of A combined with successive applica- 
tions of Lemma 1, yields that neither h = w nor h = m satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 1. 
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We continue now with the proof  of Theorem 1. By way of contradiction 
suppose that w >m.  By the above Remark,  for some 1 ~J l  <"  " " <Jm ~ W, 
d = dj, ..... jm is not zero, so without loss of generality let d > 0. Taking Jm+~ 
{1 , . . . ,  w}-{ j~, . . . , jm} and h =m+ 1, y defined as in (6) is an integral 
solution to (5) for any integer q. Since d > 0, there is a positive integer q for 
which y is a nontrivial nonnegative integral solution to (1) with at most w-  1 
coordinates larger than X. This contradiction implies that w ~< m. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 now suppose that x = (xi) is a nontrivial 
nonnegative solution to (1) such that: 
(i) there exists J = { j l ,  • • • , jm},  where dj ~ 0;. 
(ii) if i ~ J, then xi ~< X, and among all such solutions satisfying (i), (ii) we have 
(iii) ~i , jx i  is a minimum. 
Without loss of generality suppose that we have reordered the x;'s so that 
Xl~ ' ">~x, , ,xm+l~'"~x, ,  and J={1, . . . ,m}.  
If x~ 1> d(1 ..... m+l)_(i) for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m + 1, then using q = sign(d) and Ji = i, 
for i= l , . . . ,n ,  the solution y defined by (6) satisfies E,~ jy~<~, jxg ,  a 
contradiction. Hence,  there exists 1 <~ i ~< m + 1 such that xi < d(~ ..... m+l~-(,~. 
Suppose then that i is the largest integer j ~< m 4- 1 such that xj < d(~ ..... ~+~)_~). 
If x~ <xm+~, let J '  = {1, . . . , m 4 -1}-  {i} and note that ~p~j, Xp < ~p~Xp,  a 
contradiction. If xi >~xm÷~, we find that if (5) is applied where ]1  = l , . . . ,  J i - ]  = 
i - 1, j; = m 4- 1, jg+~ = i + 1 , . . . ,  Jm = m, then the first equation of (5) is of the 
form Dx~ = A ix  i 4- Am+EXm+ 2 4- " • " 4- Anxn  4- An+l ,  IDI > x,/> xm+2/>" •• I> xn, and 
where IA I< X for i~n  and IAn+a[~<Y. Since Io1>1, we thus have that 
x~ <-. • • <~ xl  <~ (n - m)X  + Y, proving Theorem 1. [] 
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 2 we shall prove 
Lemma 2. I f  each m x m minor  o f  A is nonzero, and there is a nontrivial  
nonnegat ive solution to Ax  = O, then there exist distinct Jl, • • •, Jm+~ such that, fo r  
each k, ( - -1)k- ld j l  ..... jk-,,j~+~ ..... /m+, has the same sign as ( -1 ) "d / ,  ..... j .  
Proof. Let h be a nontrivial nonnegat ive integral solution to Ax  = 0 with a 
minimum number of nonzero coordinates. Reorder the variables, if necessary, to 
obtain h = (hi, • • . ,  h,, 0, 0 , . . . ,  0) with each hj > 0. Since t I> 1, the system (5) 
with { j l , . . . ,  Jm} = { 1, . . . ,  m} implies that t I> m + 1. 
Suppose that t > m 4- 1 and let A '  be the matrix consisting of the first t columns 
of A. Then, h '  = (h~, . . . ,  hi) is a nontrivial solution to A'x  = 0. Since t - m >i 2, 
there is an integral solution h" to A'x  =0 such that h'  and h" are linearly 
independent. For l = min(hT/hi ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  t}, h" - lh '  is a nonnegative rational 
solution to A 'x  = 0 with at least one zero coordinate. The linear independence of 
h' ,  h" implies h" - lh' is nontrivial, so by multiplying by an appropriate integer we 
contradict he minimality of t. Hence t = m 4- 1. 
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Let A '  consist of the first m + 1 columns of A. Then all solutions of A 'x  = 0 are 
multiples of 
(d2 ..... re+l,-dl,3 ...... m+l , ' ' ' ,  ( -1 ) 'd l  ..... ,n). 
Since there is a positive solution all coordinates of this solution must be of the 
same sign. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. If there is no nontrivial nonnegative integral solution to 
Ax = 0, then by Theorem 4 of [3] xi <~ Y, for all i. Hence there is such a solution 
to Ax = 0, so let h and j~ , . . . ,  Jm+l satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2. Reorder  
the variables, if necessary, to obtain { j~, . . . ,  Jm+~} = {1, . . . ,  m + 1} and 
0 < d 1 ..... m = min{d(1 ..... m+l)-{i}} = D. 
For i > m + 1, the ith coordinate of x will be reduced by utilizing multiples of 
the solutions r (0 to Ax = 0, defined by 
f -d1  i - - l , j , i+ l  m, J <" m 
r~i) = I D, j = i 
0, otherwise 
balanced with a suitable multiple of h, where h is defined as in 




is an integral solution to (1) with 0 ~ yj = xj - [xj/D]D < D, for all j > m + 1. Also 
for all j ~< m + 1, 
y~ = xj + (n - m)Xsh~ - ~ FX~]r(,) 
i~m+2 LDj j 
>1 (n - m)Xs  - ~ s Ir ')l 
i~m+2 
>-Xs >O. 
Now let I=  mini~m÷l {[yi/hi]} = [Yio/hio], and define z =y- lh .  Then z is a 
nonnegative integral solution to (1) in which O<~zi =Yi <- D for all i ~>m + 2. 
Taking D*= d(i ..... m+l)\(~0~ it is observed that Zio<~D*. If z is trivial, then y is a 
solution of Ax = B and Ax = 0, implying B = 0, a contradiction. 
Also, for all j ~ m + 1, j ~ i o, we have 
• a (n+l )  D'z ,  = ali°)Zio + ~_~ aI')z i +- ,  , 
i~m+2 
where,  for i ~< n, each a~ i) is an rn x m minor of A, and each _ja f-n+1) is an m x m 
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minor of the augmented matrix. Hence, for all j <~ m + 1, 
zi0 zi la) "+1) 
z; ~< [a}'°~[ D--; + ~ [a}0[ D--; + 
i~m+2 D*  
<~(n-m)X+ Y, 
since for all i i> m + 2, zi <~ D ~< D*  
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